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QUESTION 1

A customer has a ClearPass cluster deployment with four servers, two servers at the data center and two servers at a
large remote site connected over an SD-WAN solution The customer would like to implement OnGuard, Guest Self-
Registration, and 802.1x authentication across their entire environment. During testing the customer is complaining that
users connecting to an Instant Cluster Employee SSID at the remote site, with the OnGuard Persistent Agent installed
are randomly getting their health check missed. What could be a possible cause of this behavior? 

A. The OnGuard Clients are automatically mapped to the Policy Manager Zone based on their IP range but an ACL on
the switch could be blocking access. 

B. The traffic on the TCP port 6658 is congested due to the fact that this port is also used by the IPsec keep-alive
packets of the SD-WAN solution. 

C. The ClearPass Policy Manager zones have been defined but the local IP sub-nets have not been property mapped to
the zones and the OnGuard Agent might connect to any of the servers in the cluster. 

D. The Aruba-user-role received by the IAP is filtering the TCP port 6658 to the ClearPass servers and after 10 seconds
the SSL fallback gets activated and randomly generates the issue. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit: 
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Your company has a postgres SQL database with the MAC addresses of the company-owned tablets You 

have configured a role mapping condition to tag the SQL devices. When one of the tablets connects to the 

network, it does not get the correct role and receives a deny access profile. 

How would you resolve the issue? 

A. Remove SQL condition from role mapping policy and add it under the enforcement policy conditions. 

B. Edit the SQL authentication source niter attributes and modify the SQL server filter query. 

C. Add the SQL server as an authentication source and map .t under the authentication tab in the service. 

D. Enable authorization tab in the service and add the SQL server as an authorization source. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit: 
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You have been asked to help a Customer troubleshoot an issue. They have configured an Aruba OS 

switch (Aruba 2930 with 16.09) to do MAC authentication with profiling using ClearPass as the 

authentication source. They cannot get it working. 

Using the screenshots as a reference, how will you fix the issue? 

A. Delete the initial role in the Aruba OS switch to force the device to get the server derived user roles 

B. Use a CoA to bounce the switch port to force the port to change to the correct Aruba user role 

C. Change the Vendor settings for the Aruba OS switch to "Aruba" so that the enforcement will use the correct VSAs 

D. Modify the enforcement profile conditions with Aruba Vendor specific attributes and Aruba-user- roles 

E. User-roles are case sensitive, update the correct role with correct case in the enforcement profile 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Under Onboard management and control, which option will deny the user from re-provisioning the device a second
time? 

A. Revoke and Delete certificate 

B. Delete user 

C. Revoke certificate 

D. Delete certificate 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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Refer to the exhibit: You configuring an 802 1x service endpoint profiling. When the client connects to the network,
ClearPass successfully profiles the client and sends Radius Change of Authorization (RCoA) but Radius Change of
Authorization {RCoA) fails for the client You manually clicked on the Change Status button in the access tracker to force
an RCoA but that failed too. What must you check to ensure that the RCoA will work? (Select two.) 
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A. RFC 3576 option is enabled for Aruba Controller under Network device in ClearPass. 

B. RFC 3576 server should be mapped in the server group on the Aruba Controller 

C. The RFC 3576 shared secret on ClearPass should match the Authentication Server shared secret 

D. RFC 3576 server IPs and the Authentication server IPs should be same in the AAA profile 

Correct Answer: AC 
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